
Dear Steve, 	 7/4/65 

While my experience tolls me that if the FBI Dir ctor were to rape Columbia 
on the courthouse steps the judged would praise his great patriotism, I'm old 
fashioned enough to believe otherwise and so, to try to protect FOI( and the 
right of the people to know what their government does (a quote from LBJ's Fourth 
of ul,* speech in signing FOIA in 1966), I persist, this time with my head on the 
block for I'm again refusing to pay a crooked judgement, obtained by fraud and 
perjury, as I believe I prove beyond question with new evidence in the enclosed 
=BA !lotion under the court's Rule 60B. 

The new evidence I use is rather exceptional in that in my case it was sew= 
not to exist by the very same P21 SA supervtior who at the same time disclosed it 
to a friend of mine. 

I'm sending this to you not in the expectation that you could use it but 
for the file of the man A2C has keeping an eye on government restraints on the 
availability if information. 

If he recalls what I sent earlier, the evil precedent that jeopardized lawyers 
has been overturned, I'm fighting what jeopardizes MIA plaintiffs and I think, as 
precedent, other plaintiffs. 

When I mail this I'll have misled copies to the court and the FBI. I have 
until Bastille Any to file, although in form I have until then to cough up the 
t$ the FBI istrying to gyp no out of to establish this crooked precedent. 

One of the attachments reports tat the FBI prepared dossiers on a number 
of very prominent people. Among those still alive is Senator Specter. I have 
not decided whether to send him a copy, which I behove he'd not road anyway. 

I do intend to send a copy to DJ's Office of Professional Aosponeibility, 
even though my prior experiences with it tells me that its real funotion is 
applying the whitewash. 

There does not appear to be much likelihood of any attention to what I'll 
file bit I believe that attention would cause a great public good. If you can 
think of anyone who night get int erected, I'd appreciate it if you let no know 
so I can mail him a copy. 

Thank and best wishes, 

rtia t 


